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Perhaps you have felt its power when you excelled while others failed or swelled with 
confidence in the midst of turmoil. Maybe you recall a time when you sensed an aura 
of security and moved decisively, knowing the problem before you was an opportunity 
for great success. Such moments are the fruit of superhuman power and a taste of the 
harvest to come.

Your gifts (yes, you have several) are intentional. Your potential extends far beyond 
your capabilities and skills, exceeding your limited imagination. This book will help 
you discover your gifts and understand why you come alive, for what purpose. You 
will learn how to deploy your gifts for lasting success. Deep in your heart you know 
you were made for more than just a job ( just over broke). You were made to create and 
conquer, to find adventure in your labor and beauty in your craft. You were made to 
make a difference.

Knowing you’re destined for superhuman success is not enough. You must use your 
spiritual gifts and that takes courage. This book will help you find the faith to discover 
your superhuman “talents” and unleash their power.

 
“Find something that ignites you because when you’re passionate about something, it 
spills over into the lives of those around you. Great leaders simply love what they do.”  

— PAt WilliAMS, Senior Vice president of the Orlando Magic.

“I learned early on that if you’re going to succeed in business you have to know how to 
take a punch.”  — GEoRGE foREMAN, Former Heavyweight Boxing Champion

“The poverty mentality that has afflicted Christians in wealthy nations is a masterstroke 
of satanic genius. It has impoverished us for decades. It has denied that every Christian 
is of royal blood.”  — PEtER J. DANiElS,  Founder of  Dan El Private Estates
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Perhaps you have felt its power when you excelled while others failed or swelled with 
confidence in the midst of turmoil. Maybe you recall a time when you sensed an aura 
of security and moved decisively, knowing the problem before you was an opportunity 
for great success. Such moments are the fruit of superhuman power and a taste of the 
harvest to come.

With compelling insights and practical applications from some of the world’s top en-
trepreneurs, you will gain a fresh understanding of what it means to live within a cone 
of excitement, anticipation and purpose. You will learn how to reclaim your sense of 
wonder, replacing worry with hope — fear with faith. This book weaves the personal 
insights of today’s top leaders with true-life examples, offering profound wisdoms and 
practical advice for how you can lead a life of adventure and abundance. Now — not 
tomorrow or next year —is the time to move beyond the mundane of mediocrity and 
master your domain. Let your journey begin.

 
“We all have natural tendencies that reflect the way we are wired, but to be truly  
effective in business, we need to transcend above our natural tendencies.”  
PAM BoNEy, Founder Tilt 360 Assessment for High Potentials

“Of all my strengths, I’d say leadership and discernment are my two greatest gifts. 
And they’re actually well-suited for the type of work required by the marketplace.”   
EvElyN NEEly, Assistant Vice President Ryla

“God made us to connect with others, not to work alone. The body of Christ is all 
about networking with one another and, as a member of that body, we are called to 
encourage, uplift and counsel each other.”   
ElAyNA fERNANDEz , Owner-Marketing Success Made Possible
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positions in health care organizations throughout the southeast.


